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Access Control is an important security functions of information security, the most
important task of AC is to guarantee that the network resources are prevent
visitors unauthorized from access and use. AC is the very important protection
measures to the information system resources, it’s also the most important and
most basic security mechanism in the computer system.
In the university of information security experiment teaching process,access
control experiments typically use firewall technology to simulate three kinds of
access control strategy,experimental pertinence is not strong,most of the students
with difficulty through the experiment of three kinds of main access control
strategy and other issues.In order to firewall experiment instead of access control
experiment, and not well represented and reflect the purpose of access control
experimental teaching.The purpose of this research is mainly to solve the current
information security access control in experiment teaching targeted is not strong,
students fail to realize experimentally the characteristics of three access control
strategy and other issues,to meet the requirements of information security
experiment teaching.
The dissertation elaborate three strategies of the access control technology,
discretionary access control, mandatory access control and role-based access
control, and it summarize the research situation of these three access strategies
in domestic and abroad. This dissertation mainly elaborate model of role-based
access control, and the RBAC96 is the most widely used access control
technology in information management system currently, and it’s also one of the
hot research. According to the system's requirement analysis, it designs the
whole system and every function modules, and designs the data table structure.
Finally, it analys three kinds of access strategies in each experiment platform of













using php programming development, through test and in actual use, solves
under the environment of the use of part already found problems, this system
basic is expected to reach the design requirements. Finally, this dissertation
summaries this system, and gives some concrete suggestions for the further
perfect improving system.
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